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Figure 2.24. Contemporary lights at the MAST Campus. OCLP, 2005.

Figure 2.25. Contemporary lights at the NOAA laboratories. GATE
photo, 2005.
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Figure 2.26. Zone map for Fort Hancock streetlight replacement. Streets marked with the green line will receive replacement concrete
light ﬁxtures, streets lined in brown will receive replacement aluminum light ﬁxtures, and all other streets and parking lots in the study
area (not marked with a color) will receive the new style of light ﬁxture. Not to scale. OCLP, 2005.
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Figure 2.27 (Above). This shielded Hermosa luminaire
from Bieber Lighting is recommended to replace ﬁxtures
along Hartshorne Drive. An unpainted, brushed aluminum
ﬁnish will be speciﬁed for surface color.

Figure 2.28 (Right). Concrete streetlights at the
Parade Ground, Athletic Field, and Sergeants Row
should be replaced by this 12’ cast concrete ﬁxture
made by Skycast.
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Figure 2.29. Image of an alternative for the new

Figure 2.30. Image of an alternative for the new streetlight.

streetlight. This is the OPC-YM “Opticone” light made

This is the OPC “Opticone” light made by Lumec.

by Lumec.

Figure 2.31. Image of an alternative for the new streetlight.

Figure 2.32. Image of the preferred bollard. This is the BD8

This is the CAND6 “Candela” light made by Lumec.

bollard made by Lumec.
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Figure 2.34. Several water fountains should be placed around
Figure 2.33. This ‘World’s Fair’ style bench is similar to ones

the historic district, near high visitor use areas. It is recom-

found historically at Fort Hancock. The wood and metal bench is

mended to use simple ADA accessible ﬁxture with a dark green

distributed by Kenneth Lynch and Sons.

surface color to harmonize the water fountains with other
introduced site amenities.

Figure 2.35. Standard bicycle racks should be placed near areas

Figure 2.36. A simple aluminum and metal picnic table that is

of high visitor use, especially at the NPS visitor center and Ferry

light-weight and easy to transport is recommended for Fort

landing.

Hancock. A dark green surface color will help visually harmonize
the picnic tables with other introduced site amenities. The picnic
tables should be limited to placement at at Guardian Park.
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Figure 2.37. The historic Fort Hancock street signs were reddish brown with black lettering. Notice the small
sign reading “Fort Hancock” located above the street names. OCLP, 1994.

Figure 2.38. This street sign from off-site shows the mounting hardware and conﬁguration of the recommended street signs for Fort Hancock. The small sign on top should be constant on all signs, reading “Fort Hancock.”
Lower sign panels would list street names. Brown backgrounds with white lettering is recommended. OCLP,
2005.
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CHAPTER 3:
KEY LANDSCAPE REHABILITATION PROJECTS
INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides more specific information about the most important
landscape rehabilitation projects for the adaptive use program at Fort Hancock.
The projects highlighted below will require dedicated funding from sources
outside the park's annual budget. All of the projects, which include new and
modified parking facilities, replacement of street trees, replacement of street
lighting, and replacement of street signage, are instrumental in providing a safe
and historically appropriate environment for the new users of Fort Hancock.
SITE PARKING

Providing adequate vehicular circulation and parking will be an essential
component of the success of the rehabilitation program. To meet the number of
parking spaces determined by the Fort Hancock EA and Fort Hancock FONSI,
several new parking lots are proposed at Fort Hancock and it is recommended to
reconfigure several existing lots. As previously directed, there will be 1,378
parking spaces at Fort Hancock after the final realization of the Fort Hancock
adaptive use program. The construction of these parking lots will be phased
based on the pace of the rehabilitation program.
Access and parking for busses is an important component of the Fort Hancock
parking plan because of the many educational programs offered that bring large
groups to the site. Several of the proposed parking lots incorporate bus drop-off
and/or parking.
See Figure 3.1 for locations of the proposed schematic Fort Hancock parking
lots. It is important to note that schematic parking lot layout alternatives
incorporated into this report will require revisions as part of the process of
preparing official construction documents. Placement of vegetation in the
parking lot alternatives is schematic and subject to change.
A) Reconfigure Existing Chapel/Ferry Dock area

The existing Chapel and Ferry Dock parking lot is an informal packed earth lot
that has spaces for approximately sixty-eight cars. In the summer season, the lot
is also used by a shuttle bus that picks up beachgoers from the Ferry Landing.
Future plans for the currently unused Chapel call renting the renovated building
for events such as weddings and lectures. It is intended that the building function
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in concert with activities occurring at the Theatre and Mule Barn and will
consequently need a central out-door gathering space.
Though the Fort Hancock EA calls for the removal of all of the parking spaces at
the Chapel/Ferry Dock, it is recommended to reconfigure the lot so bus pick-up
and drop-off can occur along with limited parking for ferry service and Chapel
events. The proposed plan includes sixty-two parking spaces. Traffic will enter
the site at north side of the area, into the parking lot located north of the Chapel,
and exit via a semi-circular drive in front of the Chapel. The curved driveway,
that closely resembles the layout of the historic driveway, may also double as
drop-off for Chapel events and the shuttle bus. A paved patio area will be located
at the main door of the Chapel, aligned with views of the post flagstaff and
Rodman gun, providing an excellent orientation location where visitors can take
in the wider Fort Hancock district. See Figure 3.2 for the proposed plan and
Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 for alternatives considered but rejected.
B) Reconfigure Mule Barn Intersection

Proposals for the reuse of the Mule Barn that stands at the intersection of South
Bragg Drive and Kearney Road identify food service or hospitality uses. This will
bring visitors and patrons to the area throughout the day, generating
considerable foot traffic. Currently the intersection of South Bragg and Kearney
Road is greater than 90 degrees and encourages high vehicular speeds. This may
create conflicts in the future when pedestrian traffic increases. Another issue
between existing conditions and potential reuse of the area is that the sidewalk
outside the south doors of the Mule Barn are very narrow, placing patrons almost
on South Bragg Street after exiting the Mule Barn.
Several adaptations to the area are recommended to accommodate the adaptive
use. To create a wider pedestrian area on the north side of the Mule Barn, South
Bragg Road should be realigned. By removing the small raised island, removing
the curved turning lane onto South Bragg Road, and moving the road several feet
to the south, a simplified ninety-degree intersection and wider sidewalk could be
created. This will slow vehicular speeds and create a safe buffer for pedestrians
entering and exiting the Mule Barn. The short segment of Kearney Road that
travels east of the Rodman gun and west of the Mule Barn could be blocked to
vehicular traffic with removable bollards, directing all traffic to access
Hartshorne Drive via South Bragg Road. The unused roadway could then be
used by the restaurant for outdoor seating. This plan also includes a route for the
extension of the Multi-Use Path that is slated to pass through the area. For a
schematic plan of the proposed realignment, see Figure 3.2 of the Chapel lot. It is
important to note that schematic alternatives for the realignment of this
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intersection found in this report will require revisions as part of the process of
preparing official construction documents.

C) Expand Athletic Field Lot

Twenty-five parking spaces are currently provided at the Post
Headquarters/Athletic Field, standing at the southern extents of the Athletic
field. Future plans for the Post Headquarters and Bachelor Officers Quarters
buildings include hospitality and administrative uses. To serve the future need,
twenty-two additional parking spaces are required. The existing lot will be
expanded by two bays to the north and increased slightly east and west to
accommodate the parking in a fairly linear configuration an avoid encroaching
too much on the Athletic Field. A vehicular drop-off has been proposed at the
west side of the Bachelor Officers Quarters, along Kearney Road, to serve the
hospitality uses planned for the building. See Figure 3.6 for the proposed plan
and Figures 3.7 and 3.8 for alternatives considered but rejected.
D) Construct Coal Pit Lot

The Coal Pit Lot is planned for the historic location of the post's coal storage area
along Kearney Road. It is currently undeveloped with small to mid-sized woody
vegetation growing abundantly. A concrete foundation of the former coal shed
remains in the space. It is intended that this lot service the buildings located at
the north portion of Officers Row.
The proposed lot contains sixty-nine spaces, thirty four more than directed in the
Fort Hancock EA. The lot is set back from Kearney Road to preserve the
concrete foundation of the former coal shed, as well as to accommodate a
vegetative buffer. As the land rises slightly toward the rear of the space, the
proposed parking lot is not deep in order to reduce the amount of earthmoving
and disturbance. See Figure 3.9 for the proposed schematic plan and Figures 3.10
and 3.11 for alternatives considered but rejected.
E) Construct Coal Yard Lot

The Coal Yard Lot is proposed northwest of the Sandy Hook Lighthouse, near
the corners of Hudson and Knox Roads. This lot is likely to service overflow
traffic generated from the Lighthouse, proposed National Park Service visitor
center, and activities at the former YMCA. The area is currently unprogrammed
and dominated by native shrubs and small trees. The proposed lot calls for
seventy-nine parking spaces, three more than the seventy-six proposed in the
Fort Hancock EA, and space for four busses. Busses dropping students or tour
groups at the National Park Service visitor center could drive the short distance
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and park in the Coal Yard Lot. The proposed lot has two access points, one on
Hudson Road and the other exiting just north of the Lighthouse. Pedestrian and
bicycle traffic can access the future Multi-Use Path extension east of the lot,
though a specially designated path. See Figure 3.12 for proposed plan and
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 for alternatives considered but rejected.

F) Reconfigure South Parade Lot

The South Parade lot will be a critical parking facility at Fort Hancock due to its
central location. The lot is currently a rough graded lot formerly the site of a
large hospital annex on the south side of the Parade Ground, just east of the site
of the former hospital building. A small portion at the west side of the open space
is paved and parking occurs informally on the unstriped lot. Cars park
haphazardly near the intersection of Kessler Road, some on the pavement and
some on the grass. School busses often use the space, including the unpaved
portion, for drop-off and parking. A National Park Service restroom was created
from the former morgue building at the southwest extent of the existing parking
lot, which is often utilized by school groups and bus tours.
It is intended to provide ninety-two parking spaces at the South Parade lot to
serve tenants in Barracks Row and the southern buildings of Officers Row, as
stated in the Fort Hancock EA. An infrequently used road runs along the south
side of the lot, servicing the day-care center and National Park Service restrooms.
This road does not serve through traffic and could be used for parallel parking
for several buses. See Figure 3.15 for the proposed plan and Figure 3.16 for an
alternative considered but rejected.
G) Construct Tent City Lot

The Tent City lot is proposed for an area south of the MAST Campus that
historically served as the site of temporary tent housing for troops. It is currently
an infrequently mowed grassy area abutting a tract of naturally growing grass and
shrubs that serves as wildlife habitat. Underground utilities for the MAST
Campus are located in the northwest corner of the space, witnessed by several
vent pipes protruding from the ground. It is likely that this lot will serve the
buildings of Barracks Row, as well as weekend beach traffic.
The treatment plan calls for adding 172 parking spaces, the same number
specified in the Fort Hancock EA. Access to the Tent City lot is provided along
Gunnison Road and purposefully not into the MAST Campus. The north side of
the parking lot will be screened with vegetation to separate the space from the
school zone. The proposed plan avoids the underground utilities and utilizes the
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remainder of the space without encroaching into natural area to the east. See
Figure 3.17 for the proposed plan and Figure 3.18 for an alternative considered
but rejected.
H) Reconfigure Fort Hancock lot

The Fort Hancock Lot is centrally located to serve the future National Park
Service visitor center, current administration building, and other tenants of
Barracks Row. By reconfiguring the ninety spaces that exist today, an additional
fourteen spaces can be added to maximize the capacity of the lot. A sidewalk and
curb should be added along the edge of the parking lot along MAST Way to
provide safe access for students entering and exiting the MAST campus.
Additionally, the construction of a raised crosswalk at the junction of MAST Way
and Magruder Road will slow vehicular speeds into the MAST campus and
provide a safe crossing for students. See Figure 3.19 for the proposed plan.
F) Construct Paddock Lot

The Paddock area is a mowed grass field encircled by a post and rail fence located
northeast of the Mule Barn. This site has been proposed as the location of a
parking lot to service activities centered at the Chapel, Mule Barn, and Theater.
Because of its size, the lot could also be used for special event overflow parking.
The treatment plan has proposed a parking lot with two egress points on South
Bragg Road, a sidewalk to the Mule Barn/Chapel/Theatre area and room for 130
cars and four busses. Some of this parking lot may be left as reinforced turf to
make a smaller paved area and to allow more surface drainage. A cluster of
informally placed native vegetation may be planted on the west side of the lot to
screen it from the Mule Barn/Chapel/Theatre area. Select plant material from the
approved list of shrubs that appears in Appendix B of this report. See Figure 3.20
for the proposed plan.
I) Construct Warehouse Lot

It is proposed to lease space in the complex currently used by the National Park
service for maintenance activities. The National Park Service would retain access
and sole control over the east portion of the maintenance yard with two buildings
in the west part of the complex being rented. Subsequently, parking must be
provided at these structures. The Fort Hancock EA calls for sixty-five spaces at
the western extents of the maintenance yard, which is supported by the proposal
of this treatment plan. The lot would be located south of the National Park
Service gas pumps and screened on that side and to the east to separate tenant
activities from the National Park Service storage yard. National Park Service
maintenance vehicles would be rerouted to access the maintenance facility solely
from the east. See Figure 3.21 for the proposed plan.
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J) Construct Tennis Lot

A parking lot is proposed to serve the Officers Club and beach parking near the
intersection of Kilpatrick and Atlantic Drives. The area is currently an
infrequently mowed area, located across Atlantic Drive from a National Park
Service restroom facility. Fifty-five spaces are proposed, two less that the Fort
Hancock EA directive, with two egress points, one on Kilpatrick Drive and the
other on Atlantic Drive. See Figure 3.22 for the proposed plan and Figure 3.23
for an alternative considered but rejected.
K) Construct Mess Hall Lots

Small capacity parking lots will be added at the mess halls lining Magruder Road,
Buildings 55, 56, and 57. One six-car lot currently exists on the south side of
Building 58, the National Park Service Headquarters, and will serve as a model
for the others. The lots will be used primarily for handicapped parking and
deliveries for the buildings of Barracks Row. A lot will be located on the north
side of Building 57, the south side of Building 56, and the north side of Building
55. This configuration will leave an uninterrupted corridor between Buildings 57
and 56, the main viewshed connecting the east and west sides of the Parade
Ground. See Figure 3.24 for the proposed plan.
L) Reconfigure Gas Station Intersection

Currently the area surrounding the gas station is a busy vehicular and pedestrian
area due to the presence of the National Park Service headquarters building,
Brookdale College, and the Keepers Quarters Museum. This use will increase
markedly in the future when the National Park Service visitor center moves to the
area and other buildings are leased. Little directional signage is provided for
motorists and even less for pedestrians.
It is recommended to provide more structure to the area to reduce the potential
for conflict between motorists and pedestrians. A defined three-way stop should
be created at the intersection of Magruder and Hudson Roads. One way roads
should be established around the Gas Station to direct the flow of traffic past
Brookdale College and the Keepers Quarters Museum. Also, the intersection at
the corner of the Gas Station and Mercer Road should be defined with bollards.
It is currently an expanse of asphalt that leads to vehicular confusion. See Figure
3.25 for the proposed plan and Figures 3.26, 3.27, and 3.28 for alternatives
suggested but rejected.
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STREET TREE REPLACEMENT

The street tree planting plan generated for Fort Hancock as part of this report
includes 148 trees. These trees are comprised of a mixture of London planetrees,
hackberries, and sycamore maples. See Figure 3.28 for the proposed street tree
planting plan. See the street tree section of the previous chapter for specific
actions relating to planting methods and tree selection.
It is recommended to plant one and one half inch caliper trees that are
commercially available, at the estimated 2006 cost of three hundred and fifty
dollars. Installation and a one-year maintenance contracts that includes watering
will likely cost six hundred and fifty dollars. Therefore, for estimating purposes,
each tree at Fort Hancock will require an outlay of approximately one thousand
dollars.

STREET LIGHTING REPLACEMENT

Replacement of the Fort Hancock streetlights should be implemented only after
the completion of a comprehensive utility study and a lighting plan by a lighting
engineer. The lighting guidelines in this report have been developed to help
preserve the historic character of Fort Hancock and can be incorporated into a
professional lighting plan. Notably the recommendations concerning adequate
light levels, and luminaire design, height, and placement of the new and
replacement light fixtures.
Currently, seventy-four streetlights, both functioning and non-functioning, exist
on site. Of those, twenty-seven should remain, including the full-cutoff brown
"shoe-box" style lights found at the MAST and NOAA facilities, and the historic
concrete light poles in the vicinity of Sergeants Row.
See Figures 3.28-3.31 for the proposed street light replacement plan.
When nearing the implementation phase of the streetlight project, direct
purchase of the lighting poles and fixtures from the manufacturer should be
considered. By contracting only the installation component of the project, the
park may reap substantial savings. If the entire project is contracted to a lighting
or general contractor, that company will purchase the fixtures from a lighting
wholesaler, passing on the costs of the vendor. However, the park may opt to pay
more to have the contractor take responsibility for the purchase, delivery, and
installation. Another benefit of contracting the entire project would be avoiding
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a contracting exercise and eliminating the responsibility for maintaining the
quality and condition of the fixtures before they are installed.

REHABILITATION OF GUARDIAN PARK

Just prior to Fort Hancock's deactivation in 1974, the Army chose to
commemorate its important air defense mission at Sandy Hook with the creation
of "Guardian Park." This park was built at the triangular plot of land defined by
the intersection of Hartshorne Drive and Magruder Road. A disarmed Nike
"Hercules" missile was installed next to an Nike "Ajax" missile that had been
placed there earlier. These obsolete weapons served as monuments to the last
phase of Fort Hancock's defensive mission. A stone monument commemorating
six U.S. Army enlisted men and four Ordnance Corps civilian employees killed
during an explosion was also relocated to Guardian Park from nearby
Middletown, New Jersey. Concrete walkways and young landscape plantings
were installed at the same time prior to the departure of the Army.
Guardian Park, located at the southern extremity of historic Fort Hancock, now
serves as a gateway to the historic district. This treatment plan has focused
primarily on site-wide issues relating to plantings, parking, lighting fixtures and
landscape furnishings needed for the re-use of the historic district. However,
Guardian Park has also become deteriorated during the past thirty years. A large
portion of the deterioration may be corrected through implementation of turf
rehabilitation and management recommendations offered in this report.
However, the rehabilitation of plantings of trees and shrubs, in an effort to
recapture the character of this area as it existed in 1974 would be appropriate as a
subsequent follow-up effort to this landscape treatment plan.
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